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Threat Assessment Expert Molly Amman Joins Secure Community Network

Former FBI Profiler Becomes Senior Advisor for Jewish Safety and Security

Molly Amman, a former Special Agent in the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) who served in the Behavioral Analysis Unit and is an internationally recognized expert in targeted violence profiling, threat assessment and management, has joined the Secure Community Network (SCN) as a senior advisor. She will work with SCN, the official safety and security organization for the Jewish community in North America, to strengthen SCN’s ability to identify, assess, and address individuals who may present a threat to the community and its members.

“We are thrilled to work with Molly and incorporate her tremendous real-world expertise and skill,” said SCN National Director and CEO Michael Masters. “With attacks on the Jewish community at the highest levels we’ve ever seen, Molly will help advise our intelligence analysts and community security professionals in proven best practices to combat these threats.”

Prior to retiring from FBI service in 2020, Amman worked in the Bureau’s Behavioral Analysis Unit in Quantico, Va., as a targeted violence profiler. Her casework focused on public figure threats, school and workplace violence issues, domestic terrorism, threatening communications, assessing persons of concern for active shooter and other types of planned attacks, stalking and extortion, active crisis incidents, and more. Amman has extensive experience with ideologically-motivated and personal grievance-oriented offenders.

Amman has served on the faculty of the FBI Academy, led a field Joint Terrorism Task Force, and coordinated assets for crisis response and management, intelligence, and federal investigations during major special events such as presidential inaugurations and professional sports championships. She has conducted training around the world; authored numerous publications on topics related to threats, targeted violence, and law; and completed several long-term overseas deployments to further U.S. and allied threat mitigation and anti-radicalization efforts. Amman was a finalist for the Samuel J. Heyman Service to America Medal for her work on a significant crisis.

“I’m pleased to be able to apply my professional experience in this new consulting role as the Jewish community faces unprecedented threats,” said Amman. “I look forward to helping SCN fight extremism against the Jewish community and beyond.”

# # #
The Secure Community Network (SCN), a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, is the official safety and security organization of the Jewish community in North America. Founded in 2004 under the auspices of The Jewish Federations of North America and the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations, SCN serves as the central organization dedicated exclusively to the safety and security of the American Jewish community, working across 146 federations, 50 partner organizations, over 300 independent communities, and other partners in the public, private, nonprofit, and academic sectors. SCN is dedicated to ensuring that Jewish organizations, communities, life, and culture can not only exist safely and securely, but flourish. Learn more at securecommunitynetwork.org.